The effects of pressure generated in a liquid medium, clamp, pressure cell on the in-plane and c-axis resistance, temperature-dependent Hall coefficient and low temperature, magnetoresistance in CaFe 2 As 2 are presented. The T − P phase diagram, including the observation of a complete superconducting transition in resistivity, delineated in earlier studies is found to be highly reproducible. The Hall resistivity and low temperature magnetoresistance are sensitive to different states/phases observed in CaFe 2 As 2 . Auxiliary measurements under uniaxial, c-axis, pressure are in general agreement with the liquid medium clamp cell results with some difference in critical pressure values and pressure derivatives. The data may be viewed as supporting the potential importance of non-hydrostatic components of pressure in inducing superconductivity in CaFe 2 As 2 .
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent hemorrhage of exciting experimental and theoretical results related to novel superconductivity in Fe-As containing materials, studies of CaFe 2 As 2 take a rather special place. This compound was synthesized very recently, in form of large single crystals.
1,2,3 At ambient pressure, at ∼ 170 K, a first order structural (from high temperature tetragonal to low temperature orthorhombic) phase transition (with a few degrees temperature hysteresis) was observed.
1 The structural phase transition was found to be coincident with an antiferromagnetic ordering of Fe moments in the ab plane, 4 bearing similarity to BaFe 2 As 2 and SrFe 2 As 2 . 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 The anisotropic three-dimensional magnetism in CaFe 2 As 2 was further studied by inelastic neutron scattering and band structure calculations. 11 Even more striking was the observation of pressure-induced superconductivity with T c ≤ 12 K observed in CaFe 2 As 2 12,13 at very moderate, P ∼ 5 kbar pressures. Following the work on CaFe 2 As 2 , pressure-induced superconductivity was also found in BaFe 2 As 2 and SrFe 2 As 2 , 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 albeit at significantly higher pressures. Neutron scattering studies of the magnetic and structural properties of CaFe 2 As 2 under hydrostatic (He gas and liquid media cell) pressure 20 elucidated the complex P − T phase diagram that has been roughly outlined as a result of electrical transport measurements under pressure. 12 Three different magnetic/crystallographic phases were identified below room temperature under pressure up to ∼ 6.5 kbar: in addition to non-magnetically ordered, tetragonal (T) and antiferromagnetic orthorhombic (O) phases observed at ambient pressure, 4 a non-magnetic, "collapsed tetragonal" (cT) phase occured in CaFe 2 As 2 at low temperatures for pressures above ∼ 3 kbar. This cT phase is stabilized by further increases in pressure, rising to room temperature by ∼ 17 kbar.
12,20
Band structure calculations 20 confirmed the non-magnetic character of the cT phase. Upon comparison with the phase diagram from transport measurements under pressure, 12 a conjecture that superconductivity dome appears in the non-magnetic cT phase was proposed. 20 .
This picture appears to be in a contradiction with the interpretation of the µSR experiments under pressure (using Daphne oil 7373 as a pressure medium) 21 in which a co-existence of superconductivity with a magnetic order in a partial volume fraction was inferred. On the other hand, recent transport measurements under pressure (using silicone fluid as a pressure medium), 22 The T to cT structural transition results in significant, anisotropic, chance of the lattice parameters. 20 For CaFe 2 As 2 in liquid media pressure cells in the 5 -10 kbar pressure range at the temperatures corresponding to T -cT transition the media is solid (polycrystalline or glass -like), so cooling through the structural transition may rather be thought of as a constant volume not constant pressure process. 23 It is clear then that in liquid media cells the CaFe 2 As 2 sample is subjected to non-hydrostatic stresses on cooling through T -cT transition and the effect is magnified by large lattice parameters/volume changes of the sample at this phase line. This results in multi-crystallographic phase at low temperatures 24 and the superconducting dome observed in liquid media pressure cells experiments, most probably originates in one or another stressed crystallographic phase. A comprehensive overview of the physical properties of CaFe 2 As 2 at ambient and high pressure is presented elsewhere.
28
Given that He cells used have limited pressure ranges (generally below 7 -10 kbar) and bearing in mind the somewhat limited and possibly contradictory results on CaFe 2 As 2 under pressure, in this work we present a detailed study of magnetotransport in this material under pressure (in a liquid medium, clamp pressure cell) that is extending our previous results,
12
supplemented by the data on the effect of uniaxial, along the c-axis, pressure on in-plane resistance in this material. The main goal of this study is to further explore the properties Pressure at low temperatures was determined by monitoring the T c of pure lead. 30 . The pressure generation and medium was the same as that used in our previous publication. This, though, is absolutely an upper limit to ∆P since a similar ∆T c is found for the Pb manometer at ambient pressure as well. This estimate however does not address the very peculiar situation 23, 28 caused by the cooling of the CaFe 2 As 2 sample through a structural, tetragonal to collapsed tetragonal, phase transition with a large, anisotropic, change of the lattice parameters 20, 28 , that almost invariably should cause an additional, non-hydrostatic, component of pressure, while the sample is constricted to the volume it occupied when the media froze. ±90 kOe magnetic fields were used for these measurements.
Additional field-dependent electrical transport data under pressure for CaFe 2 As 2 single crystal were collected using the 310 kOe resistive magnet in the National High Magnetic
Field Laboratory (NHMFL) in Tallahassee, FL with a 3 He refrigerator insert that allowed for accommodation of the pressure cell. For these measurements electrical current was flowing in the ab plane and the magnetic field was applied along the c-axis.
Resistance under uniaxial (along the c-axis) stress was measured in a home-made stress cell attached to a standard PPMS puck. A rectangular, uniformly thick, sample was uniaxially compressed between two phosphor bronze discs, with the surfaces in contact with the sample being electrically insulated. Thin, annealed, platinum wires were used to make the electrical contacts to the sample in a standard 4-probe geometry. The parts of the wires to be in contact with the sample were flattened before the experiment. (Mechanical contact under finite applied stress was enough to give contact resistances ∼ 1 Ω or less.) The body of the cell was made of phosphor bronze, the stress was applied via a NiCrAl spring, that was calibrated (force vs. compression) at room temperature using an Omega, LCMDK-1KN, load cell. There is an uncertainty in the temperature dependence of stress caused by difference in thermal expansions between phosphor bronze and the NiCrAl alloy and, more importantly, the change in elastic properties of the NiCrAl alloy on cooling. We are not aware of temperature dependent elastic properties data for the NiCrAl alloy, however for many steels and alloys the change in elastic constants from room temperature to liquid he-lium temperature is rather small, less than 20% [32] , so in the following we will use the room temperature estimates for uniaxial pressure, p c = F/S, where S is the sample area. Given these approximations, the uniaxial stress is known (and controlled) at a semi-quantitative level.
In the following (unless stated otherwise) the onset criterion is used to infer the superconducting transition temperature and the extremum (minimum) of the dρ/dT derivative to infer the structural/magnetic transitions temperatures.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2 presents the temperature-dependent resistance curves, R(T ), taken with current in the (ab) crystallographic plane, from sample B of CaFe 2 As 2 (we denote the sample used in Ref. 12 as sample A). This set of data is in a very good agreement with our previous results 12 as well as with the results (but not the interpretation) of Lee et al. 22 The features associated with the T -O and T -cT phase transitions 12, 20, 22 are clearly seen in these data, including the large, ∼ 30 K, hysteresis at T -cT phase line ( Fig. 2(b) ) described in Ref.
12. A complete superconducting transition in resistance is observed for 4.3 ≥ P ≥ 11 kbar, with noticeable broadening of the transition above 6.4 kbar (Fig. 2(c) ). In addition to superconductivity being stabilized at intermediate pressures Fig. 2(c) shows the very nonmonotonic drop of the residual resistivity with increasing pressure that has beed associated with the superconducting region.
12
The agreement between this work and our previous results is clearly seen in the combined phase diagram, Fig. 3 and in the pressure dependencies of the room temperature and low temperature -normal state resistivities, Fig. 4 . The dramatic reduction in ρ ab found at 15
and 200 K is associated with the greatly reduced resistivity in the cT phase. 12, 23 At 300 K the transition takes place at the far edge of our pressure range 12, 24 and is hard to detect.
It is worth noting the sizable pressure dependence of the T -phase resistivity above the cT transition. This is not unique to CaFe 2 As2, and is also large in BaFe 2 As2 and SrFe 2 As2. The temperature-dependent resistance curves at different pressures measured with the current flowing approximately along the c-crystallographic axis (both on cooling and on warming) are shown in Fig. 6(a) . Taking into account the morphology of the CaFe 2 As 2 crystals, possible errors on dimensions and the geometry of the contacts for these measurements, we can (conservatively) state that the anisotropy of resistivity in CaFe 2 As 2 at ambient pressure is close to unity (within the factor of 2). 37 The structural/antiferromagnetic phase transition at ambient pressure is marked by an anomaly similar in form to that in inplane resistivity, ρ ab . This anomaly moves down and broadens under pressure but remains, at comparable pressures, somewhat sharper than that seen for ρ ab . At higher pressures, the tetragonal to collapsed tetragonal phase transition is seen in ρ c (T ) similarly to the way it is observed in ρ ab (T ). The hysteresis of the T -cT phase transition is again significantly larger than that for tetragonal -orthorhombic/AFM transition, consistent with earlier observations. 12,22 A shallow minimum in the c-axis resistivity is seen at 20 − 30 K for all pressures studied. Finally, a sharp drop in ρ c (T ) at T ∼ 10 K is seen in P = 0 and P = 2.0 kbar data ( Fig. 6(b) ) possibly pointing to some incomplete, filamentary supercon-ductivity. For the next pressure, P = 3.1 kbar, a complete, with ρ = 0, superconducting transition (although with a low-temperature knee) is observed. At the next pressure (4.3 kbar) this transition is sharp and without a knee, then it broadens again at 5.8 kbar and is not seen at all at 12 kbar and higher.
The normal state, c-axis resistivity changes significantly under pressure (Fig. 7) . The room temperature resistivity decreases continuously under pressure and by ∼ 17 kbar becomes approximately factor of 6 smaller than at ambient pressure. For 3 kbar ≤ P ≤ 6 kbar the resistivity at 15 K decreases rapidly, down to ∼ 4% of its P = 0 value and then, for higher pressures, practically does not change. This remarkable decrease in ρ c is the primary reason the high pressure, low temperature resistivity data ( Fig. 6(b) ) appears to be so noisy (on a semi-log plot). As was the case for a-axis resistivity, this rapid drop helps define the pressure range over which superconductivity is detected. Qualitatively, the behavior of the room temperature and low temperature normal state ρ ab and ρ c resistivities under pressure is very similar, but with the relative changes in ρ c being larger. It should be noted, that pressure may be promoting better connectivity between the sample layers and by this contribute to larger relative effect of pressure on ρ c . As expected, the ρ c (T ) data yield a T − P phase diagram ( The temperature-dependent Hall coefficient, ρ H /H (where ρ H is the Hall resistance), measured for different applied pressures, is plotted in Fig. 9 . As pressure is increased (P = 2.9 and 3.5 kbar), the low temperature downturn associated with orthorhombic/AFM phase becomes smaller and shifts to lower temperatures, consistent with the T − P phase diagram. For the 3.5 kbar curves, superconductivity (in the 90 kOe applied field used for the measurements) is signaled by the sharp low temperature upturn (towards ρ H /H = 0)
with the onset at ∼ 6 K, grossly consistent with the H c2 (T ) data at different pressures in Fig. 5 . The 9.9 kbar data show a signature associated with T -cT transition that is broad and hysteretic, again consistent with the resistivity data (see Fig. 2 (b) for a comparable data set). It should be noted that the overall temperature behavior of 9.9 kbar curves is different from other sets of data, however one should have in mind that this is the only pressure at which the T -cT line is clearly crossed below room temperature. Finally, at 18.6 kbar the Hall coefficient is small and featureless, as one can expect for non-magnetic, normal metal.
The normal state, low temperature (T ≈ 0.3 K) magnetoresistivity (MR) was measured at ambient pressure (in the orthorhombic/AFM phase) and P ≈ 21 kbar (in the collapsed tetragonal phase) with the current in the ab plane and magnetic field applied along the c-axis (Fig. 10) . Whereas no Shubnikov -de Haas oscillations were observed, the magnetoresistivity is rather high. The overall behavior changes from sub-linear at ambient pressure to very close to linear at 21 kbar. Naively, one would expect that, since (i) the low temperature normal state resistivity decreases by almost an order of magnitude under pressure and (ii) there is no magnetism (often considered as giving a negative contribution to the MR) in the cT phase, the normalized MR would be higher in the cT phase (e.g.
by invoking Kohler's rule, 38, 39, 40 ∆ρ/ρ 0 = F (H/ρ 0 ), where ∆ρ = ρ(T, H) − ρ(T, 0) and 0) ). In the experiment, it is more than a factor of 2 lower and its field dependence is greatly reduced and very close to linear. Linear MR itself is not a very common phenomenon. It was observed experimentally in some anisotropic semimetals (e.g. Refs.
[ 39, 40] ), attracted considerable theoretical attention 41 and is still a subject of discussions.
42
Clearly, more effort is required to address the origin of linear MR under pressure in CaFe 2 As 2 . The significant change of low temperature MR in these materials under pressure brings attention to potentially interesting normal state properties of CaFe 2 As 2 and related Fe-As based materials.
Given that non-hydrostatic components of pressure may be key to stabilizing superconductivity in CaFe 2 As 2 , preliminary measurements of in-plane resistance under uniaxial pressure applied along the c-axis were performed (Fig. 11) . A complete (R = 0) superconducting transition in resistance is observed already at p c ≈ 0.7 kbar, however this transition is rather wide. The high temperature feature associated with the structural/AFM transition at the ambient pressure broadens significantly under uniaxial pressure, with a gradual suppression of its position ( Fig. 12(a) ). In the uniaxial pressure range of this study, the room temperature (300 K) resistivity decreases only modestly at the highest pressures, whereas low temperature, normal state (15 K) resistivity decreases by almost a factor of five as uniaxial pressure is increased (Fig. 12(b) ). The overall behavior under uniaxial stress, p c is very similar to that under pressure in clamp piston-cylinder cell using liquid media. The slight difference is that a complete superconducting transition in resistivity is observed at significantly lower pressure leading to what appears to be a wide range of p c with apparent coexistence of superconductivity and magnetism. In order to make the comparison between our uniaxial and liquid medium cell T c (P ) data the phase lines from Fig. 3 have been added
to Fig. 12(a) . Within our limited range of p c the agreement is noteworthy. It is possible that the low p c limit (p c < 3 kbar) in our measurements prevented the observation of the T -cT transition under uniaxial pressure, although, as will be discussed below, it is also possible that the cT phase does not appear under uniaxial pressure.
The superconducting transition, as seen in resistance, broadens significantly in applied field to the extent of becoming incomplete at ∼ 10 kOe (Fig. 13, insets ). This appears to be consistent with a small, just allowing for percolation in zero field, superconducting fraction.
If, nevertheless, the onset of the transition is used to determine H c2 (T ) (Fig. 13) , the results are similar to that obtained under liquid medium ("hydrostatic") pressure.
IV. SUMMARY
The results of this work show that the P − T phase diagram of CaFe 2 As 2 is robust and reproducible when measured in a liquid media and that the stabilized superconductivity manifests a similar, small, H c2 (T ) anisotropy as the other AEFe2As2 materials. 34, 35, 36 Phase diagrams assembled from resistivity measurements with current flowing along the ab plane, or along the c-axis are essentially identical and even when the P − T phase diagram is determined using c-axis, uniaxial pressure there is good agreement, at least over the limited uniaxial pressure range available to us. It is noteworthy that the c-axis resistivity at room temperature appear to decrease faster than the in-plane resistivity (Fig. 14) . If we assume the ambient pressure resistivity anisotropy of approximately two found in Ref. 37 , then the resistivity anisotropy decreases under pressure, making the material even more threedimensional.
Qualitatively, the evolution of Hall resistivity in CaFe 2 As 2 under pressure is similar to that in BaFe 2 As 2 with Co-doping 43, 44, 45 in the lower pressure part of the P − T phase diagram (suppression of the structural/AFM transition and observation of superconductivity).
The current Hall data set, in the region of and above the T -cT transition, is somewhat sparse, and may be affected by the multi-crystallographic state of the sample at intermediate pressures and clearly requires further, detailed studies.
An apparent violation of the Kohler's rule in magnetoresistance under pressure for CaFe 2 As 2 points out to significant difference in the band structure and/or scattering between the low temperature orthorhombic/AFM (at ambient pressure) and cT phase (at 19 kbar) that makes the Kohler's rule unapplicable.
For the uniaxial, c-axis, pressure measurements the existence of the T -cT phase line remains an open question. Either, given our relatively low, maximum uniaxial pressure we are just short of reaching the cT transition, or, bearing in mind the drop in the low temperature, residual, resistance, the uniaxial pressure could allow the system to bypass the cT phase by gradually changing the c-axis and removing the driving force for the cT transition. The further uniaxial measurements should clarify this ambiguity. 
